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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
The purpose of this thesis is to make an analysis of the
bookkeeping duties of the business course graduates of Wey-
mouth Hi^ School. It is hoped to secure data on the basis
of business requirements, practices, and standards so as to
reappraise what we teach in bookkeeping and to revise the
bookkeeping course of study (if necessary) at Weymouth High
School.
We, who are training boys and girls to take their place
in the business world, should know exactly what is going on
in business offices. We should know what employers want
students to be capable of doing and how skillful they must
be when they apply for their initial position. If high
school bookkeeping instruction is to be efficient, bookkeep-
ing teachers must know the demands of business for efficient
bookkeepers; we must know the businessman's bookkeeping needs
and train our students to meet his needs and the demands of
his business. Through this job analysis, it is hoped to
bring the bookkeeping course of study at the Weymouth High
School, Weymouth, Massachusetts up to date and in line with
practices in the business world.
This study has for its purpose the following major
objectives
:
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1. To make a job analysis of the duties of book-
keepers in offices employing Weymouth High
School terminal graduates; that is, those
students who have had one or two years of
formal bookkeeping instruction,
2. To see if the V/eymouth High School course of
study for bookkeeping is meeting the needs
of graduates employed as bookkeepers.
3. To determine if the bookkeeping course of study
at Weymouth High School needs to be revised so
as to make it more practical and applicable to
actual business situations.
In order that there may be complete uniformity of under-
standing of the terms used in this study, the following
definitions are stated;
Bookkeeping I—That area of study which gives the
student a knowledge of business practices and
bookkeeping principles as applied to a single
proprietorship.
Bookkeeping II- -That area of study which gives the
student a knowledge of bookkeeping principles as
applied to partnerships and corporations and an
analysis of their bookkeeping records and financial
reports.
General Business --That area of study which prepares
students for the necessary handling of their own
personal and business transactions.
Bookkeeping Course of Study—The subject matter of
a unit of Instruction in bookkeeping.
Terminal Graduates--Those students who terminated
their schooling with high school,
Hamden L. FOrkner, Teachers College, Colxambia University,
believes that if we are to Improve business education we must
know what the market demands. He states in ’’Let’s Improve
Business Education”;
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Know your market * Know what that market wants .
Supply its needs', and success Is assured In any
business
. Education is our business. Yu'e must
assure its success if we are to justify the
public's faith in its schools. We can do this
if we perform a business-like job in our aay-
to-day activities with our students in preparing
them to take positions in their communities.^
If high school boys and girls are to be employed by
business when they leave school, the employment qualifications
e:jq)ected by business should be considered when the program of
training is being planned. The needs and Interests of business
employers must be considered in defining the objectives of
business education.
Ideas believed to be right do not form the proper basis
for standards. Howard E, Wheland, in ”The Place of The
Teacher in Business Education,” states:
Since we are training for the office, it seems
that our standards should be set by offices and
not be made up of ideas which we believe to be
right, inconsiderate of what the business man
thinks. We, in the schools, must train toward
the most exacting employer. There will be
enough of the poor students to satisfy the more
easily satisfied employer,^
^Hamden L, Forkner, "Let's Improve Business Education.”
Dictaphone Educational Forum . January, 1946. p, 17,
^Howard E. Wheland, ”The Place of The Teacher in
Business Education," TrlrState Business Educator .
April, 1942. p. 10,
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It is the responsibility of secondary schools to provide
training for successful entrance into Initial positions and
satisfactory progress there. Many business teachers have had
no practical training and are entirely removed from a knowl-
edge or appreciation of the demands and requirements of
business. It is through surveys, analyses, conferences, and
intelligent thought that educators are becoming conversant
with the local demands of business men.
Elvin S. Eyster, Professor of Business Administration,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, states in ”How
Businessmen Can Aid Business Education”:
Business education is a service not only to those
who receive training for business occupations,
but to the business firms that need an adequate
source of well-trained personnel to fill vacancies
in office and distributive jobs. The effective-
ness of the entire program of job-preparatory
business training is directly dependent upon the
extent to which business and schools cooperatively
determine the needs for business training and plan
a program to meet those needs.
^
How better can we aetermine the needs for bookkeeping
jobs than by analyzing the duties performed by workers in
that field I
Basic skills are fundamental. Students should be taught
to become efficient workers at the level of skill actually
required by most bookkeeping jobs. In giving our vocational
training, we should apply these skills to meet job needs.
^Elvin S. Eyster, ”How Businessmen Can Aid Business Educa
tion.” Dictaphone Educational Forum . April -May, 1946. p.l5.
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Herbert A. Tonne, formerly Principal Training Specialist
U. S. Civil Service Commission, writes in his article,
’’Office Standards as Bases for Training”:
0\ir school standards of ability to do office work
must be made to conform with on-the-job require-
ments. When we read that the classical Chinese
mandarin was required to write a 20,000 word essay
on ”How the Moonbeam Dances over the Lake on a
Spring Evening” as evidence of his ability to be a
good tax collector, we are amused and feel delight-
fully superior. Yet, by setting up learning stand-
ards that are, to a considerable measure, meaning-
less in terms of actual job requirements, we show
a similar lack of realism.^
The following background of the Weymouth High School will
assist in interpreting this study. Weymouth is an inaus trial
town located 12 miles southeast of Boston. There is one public
seconaary school with an enrollment of *1244 students in
grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 and a vocaticxial department with an
enrollment of 211 students. This study is concerned with only
the graduates of the business department of the high school
which has a total enrollment of *536 students. Sixty-five boys
and 146 girls, making a total enrollment of 211 students, are
enrolled in the Bookkeeping I class which is offered in the
10th grade. Twenty-six boys and 44 girls, making a total
enrollment of 70 students, are enrolled in the Bookkeeping II
class which is offered in the 11th grade.
^Herbert A. Tonne, ” Office Standards As Bases for Train-
ing.” Business Education World 25:4o2. April, 1945.
Figures for the 1947-48 school year.
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It Is believed by many concientious bookkeeping teachers
and their former students that much of the subject matter
material in the present bookkeeping course is of no practical
value. Are we teaching theoretical and complicated accounting
information used only by accountants and auditors, or are we
giving our students information they will need and use if they
obtain office positions? It is hoped that this analysis will
show what is needed by our students entering the business
world.
J. Frank Dame, while serving as Supervisor of Business
Education, Public Schools, Division 1-0, Washington, D. C.
in writing on "Oo-ordinatlon in Business Education" says:
It is logical to think, and certainly it is desirable
to think, that employers will be anxious to hire
those who are trained to perform well the duties to
which they will be assigned. This means they will
look for people with the best-integrated personality,
widest knowledge, and greatest skill. There are few
standards that can be used by business teachers
everywhere as goals to be set before students. Teachers
seek jobs, they must jump the same hurdles. This
vagueness carries over into the field of business which
students enter. Employers on the whole do not have
uniform requirements to which they hold steadfastly.
Both school and business need to do research, planning,
thinking, and experimenting to establish clear-cut
standards that will give teachers specific goals,
make students aware of the minimum essentials they
need to enter Initial jobs, and enable employers to
have criteria on which to base selection of their
workers .
^
^J, Frank Dame, "Co-ordination In Business Education."
Business Education World 24:492. May, 1944.
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Paul S, Lomax, chairman. Department of Business Education,
New York University, in ”Planning in Business Education,” makes
the following statement:
Although we have had much Investigation and inter-
pretation of the business requirements of employ-
ment and consumer experiences, we have had
relatively little evaluation of our teaching
materials to determine their strengths and weak-
nesses in business quality. Our teaching materials
need constantly to be appraised on the basis of
business requirements, practices, and standards.
Once again it is repeated that if group planning in
business education in local, state, and national
communities is to be most effective, we must apply
the research approach and the co-operative pro-
fessional and lay leadership approach.
The importance of job analysis as a means to determine
the interests, needs, and job requirements of business is
surrmed up in the following two quotations:
Realizing that we must have business, that business
must have employees, and that these individuals are
to be supplied by the business departments of our
schools, it is imperative that the department take
a vital interest in some procedure to check on the
results of its training program. If the marks of a
liberally educated individual Include a critical
mind and the courage to stand by his convictions,
the business department must critically and open-
mindedly detect the requirements of the business
establishments of the area served by the school.
But more than that, the department must have the
spirit and the disposition to make the necessary
revisions in training.*^
^Paul S. Lomax, ”Planning in Business Education.”
American Business Education 3:255. May, 1947.
2
Dame, Brinkman, and Weaver, Prognosis, guidance, and
Placement in Business Education . South-Western Pub1 ish 1ng
Company, 1944. p. 201.
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The objectives of vocational business education,
courses of study in the vocational business sub-
jects, methods of teaching, and the business
curriculum may be definitely Influenced by the
job analysis, job description, job classification,
and job evaluation studies that have been made or
are being made in many large business offices
throughout the country. The results of these
studies may have a direct influence upon the
educational preparaticai and training of office
workers for business offices. Certainly, they
represent an educational challenge for teachers.
A close working co-operation between the schools
and the offices may provide a key to many problems
in business education. The tasks which office
employees in the area perform on the job is of,
vital concern to vocational business teachers.
It is hoped that this job analysis of bookkeeping duties
in offices employing Weymouth High School graduates will
lessen the gap between school and business and give our
students employable skills.
^Benjamin R. Haynes and George M. Hittler, "The Values of
Job Analysis in Attaining the Objectives of Business Education.’
Appraising Business Education . The American Business Education
Yearbook. Volume III. i946'.’ p. 92.
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CEAPTSR II
PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE FIELD
Many studies and surveys have been made to determine the
occupational requirements of business. Through the revision
of curricula schools are meeting local and general demands
as found in these investigations.
In 1923 £in investigation of secretarial duties and traits
was made by Charters and Whitley*. The problem to be investi-
gated was defined in the following terms: first, to determine
the duties performed by the secretary to business men and
administrators; second, to determine the qualities which are
conspicuously present in successful secretaries and conspic-
uously absent in unsuccessful secretaries. A check list
questionnaire containing 871 duties was filled out by 715
secretaries to determine their frequency of performance. It
was believed that the results would be of value to heads of
business departaments in providing training in those duties
ihich are most frequent and which can be most satisfactorily
taught in school.
W, W. Charters and Isadora B. Whitley. Analysis of
Secretarial Duties and Traits . Williams and Wilkins Co.,
Baltimore, Maryland. 1524
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It is quite apparent that there is a need for a scientific
revision of the hookkeeping course of study. We should know
that we are teaching the proper subject matter, establishing
the proper skills, habits, and ideals, giving the correct
amount of time to each topic, and using the best methods.
Benjamin E. Strumpf, an accountant and a teacher of
accounting, found that the syllabus given to him asked him to
teach certain bookkeeping principles; however, it was found
that these principles could not be applied to actual business
conditions. He also found that a good deal of emphasis was
placed on the teaching of certain facts which were very
Infrequently used on the job, and vice-versa. In 1926 he made
a study to find out what bookkeepers do and what should be the
procedure and method of teaching in order to modify the exist-
ing course of study. In his thesis ’’Bookkeeping Duties and
The Commercial Curriculum,” Benjamin E. Strumpf states the
following:
Seventy-five per cent of our bookkeepers use sub-
sidiary journals, therefore, less time should be
spent on the general joiornal and more time on the
auxiliary journals.
The tendency is away from the composite cash book
and towards specialization. Twenty-nine per cent
of our booklceepers use a cash book for cash receipts
and payments; 41 per cent use a separate cash pay-
ment book, and 66 per cent use a petty cash book.
All subsidiary journals should be tau^t well.
Especial note must be taken of the voucher register,
the consignment book, and payroll book.

A recommendation was made for the use of loose
leaf journal and ledger for all exercises.
The ledger folio column is used by 80 per cent
of the bookkeepers questioned; explanation
column used by 57 per cent; and the date col-
umn used by 34 per cent.
Nearly 90 per cent of the bookkeepers do their
own balancing of accounts and of special
journals.
More than the traditional accounts must be
taught- -examples must be drawn from all fields
of industry.
A monthly closing of accounts, books, making
of statements, etc., was noted.
Posting is done by 75 per cent of the bookkeep-
ers and 50 per cent do it daily.
Ten per cent of the bookkeepers use the book-
keeping machine; 56 per cent use the adding
machine; 21 per cent use the comptometer; and
64 per cent operate a typewriter.
Supporting schedules are tised for all state-
ments; a very high percentage of such schedules
are other than accounts receivable and accounts
payable; the balance sheet is systematicsLily
arranged; inventories are usually taken at
market price or cost price, whichever is the
lower, but nearly 50 per cent take them at cost;
22 per cent of the bookkeepers offer suggestions
based on these statements and 25 per cent ,
Interpret them for the manager or proprietor.
In submitting his thesis, Mr. Striunpf notes that it is
not the final word in bookkeeping duties but merely a paper
calling attention to the lack of study in Coiririercial Education.
^Strumpf, Benjamin E. Bookkeeping Duties and The
Comnercial Curriculum . Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
the School of Education of New York University. 1926.
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Keen competition in all fields of endeavor has made
educators more conscious of the need for carefully compiled
and scientifically correct information of the minute details
of occupations and skills. Elvln S, Eyster was aware of
this condition and in 1931 he hade an analysis of the duties
of bookkeepers. By his study he hoped to determine what the
duties of present day booldceepers are, whether the knowledge
necessary for performing these duties was learned in school
or on the job, the opinion of the bookkeepers as to where the
duties should be learned— in school or on the job, and to
obtain a frequency ranking for the various duties. He used
three methods in securing data: the time analysis method to
obtain a comprehensive and composite list of the duties of
bookkeepers, the personal interview method to obtain data as
to the correct grouping of the duties of bookkeepers, and the
questionnaire check list method to obtain data regarding the
training of bookkeepers and the frequency ranking of bookkeep-
ers* duties , The following is a brief summary of the statist!
cal data of the study:
The training of the majority of bookkeepers falls
into four natural classes, namely:
1. eighth grade graduate plus business
training.
2. some high school training plus business
training.
3. high school graduate plus business
training.
4. high school graduate plus some college
training plus business training.
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The education classification of occupational groups
shows general tendencies toward conformity with the
educational qualifications of all bookkeepers.
The range of duties performed by an individual
bookkeeper is from 5 to 274 with a median of 149,
Rank one of 414 duties of bookkeepers arranged in
order of frequency of performance, was checked by
362 bookkeepers, and the lowest rank, 219, was
checked by two bookkeepers. The duty representing
the median rank of performance was checked by
138 bookkeepers.
An analysis of the relative importance of the duties
of the eight accounting divisions reveals the fact
that duties in regard to records of seconaary entry,
periodic work, and records of original entry rank
highest in frequency of performance. Financial
duties, cost accounting duties, duties in connection
with the handling of business papers, and auditing
duties make up the second group of importance. Duties
connected with interpretation of accounting data have
the lowest rank in relative Importance among the
divisions of the accounting field.
The Comnercial Education Association of New York City and
Vicinity conducted a survey of the duties of the bookkeeper
and the clerical worker. To guage the efficiency of commercial
education the opinions of bookkeepers, public accountants and
employers were solicited to discover limitations and defi-
ciencies in teaching as brought out by their business experi-
ence. Two questionnaires were prepared, one was submitted to
employers and managers of accounting departments, the other by
bookkeepers themselves. The following deficiencies were
not ed
:
^Elvin S. Eyster. An Analysis of the Duties of Book-
keepers. Graduate School, Indiana University, October, 1931.
p. 160-162.
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An inability to prepare and use business forms. The
student who procures a position does not know how to
prepare and verify the business forms and negotiable
instruments which are the documentary bases of the
accounting record; he does not realize that they are
the source of any record which he makes; he does not
know how to interpret the record he has made. More
specifically the student has Inadequate knowledge of
procedure and methods of handling and recording
receipts and payments of cash, including keeping of
the check book, bank deposits, bank reconciliation,
petty cash, and exclmnge checks. The preparation of
monthly statements from the account. Involving the
finding of the old balance and the current transac-
tions, is a problem for the beginner. He cannot
make his controlling accounts agree with his
subsidiary ledgers. He has no knowledge of shipping
procedure, such as preparation of shipping forms,
tracing lost shipments, and filing claims. He does
not understand the significance of credit in business,
nor is he familiar with the methods employed to check
credits. He does not knov/ how to interpret a finan-
cial statement. He cannot make a business report.
He is helpless when his employer hands him the bank
statement and cancelled vouchers and tells him to
check them over.
A second deficiency noted is a lack of accuracy.
Beginners are not accurate; they do not appreciate
the need for absolute accuracy; they do not know
how to proceed to locate errors nor do they know
how to write the necessary adjustments.
The third deficiency noted, although not too
applicable to the bookkeeping need, is beginners
do not knov; how to operate business machines.^
Meyer Linder who presented the findings of the survey
noted that the questionnaires emphasized weaknesses and
deficiencies rather than positive aspects of our teachings.
^Meyer Linder. ” Findings and Interpretations of The
Commercial Education Association Survey of The Duties of
The Bookkeeper.” Skill Development . The Comrr\ercial
Education Association of New York City and Vicinity.
Yearbook, 1933-1934. p. 56-58.
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The South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
one of the leading publishers of bookkeeping textbooks, made
f a survey of needs and trends in bookkeeping in 1939. A
questionnaire was published in the December, 1938, issue of
The Balance She et to get a cross section of opinions of
teachers, superintendents, and principals. The result of
this questionnaire was published in Monograph 46. A few of
the statistics obtained are stated in the following quota-
tions :
Topics which need additional emphasis in the
bookkeeping course are: budgeting and record-
keeping pertaining to the individual and to
the family, and more onphasls on adjusting,
closing, and preparing financial statements.
New topics which should be included in an ideal
bookkeeping textbook: material on budgeting,
personal record-keeping, household records and
budgets, school and club activities, professional
records, farm records, and small business records;
more material on types of taxation, including
social security, sales taxes, and income taxes.
The objectives of bookkeeping were ranked in the
following order: general business training,
vocational, social, preparation for advanced
accounting, and preparation for college.
A model set to show the students all transactions
for the complete cycle worked out as a model was
favored by over 75 per cent of those returning
questionnaires.
The following specific trends evident in the teaching of
bookkeeping were noted:
A little more personal emphasis in the first year
instead of so much vocational onphasis.
A swing back to more vocational emphasis, but keep
personal and consumer objectives.
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Less emphasis on vocational objectives
,
Introduction of machine records.
Less theory and more practical application.
A one-year course except for superior students.^
Jane Shafer and George Seymour, graduate students at
Northwestern University, compiled vocational information for
prospective bookkeepers and accountants. They adapted ques-
p
tions from ”Eow To Choose A Career’* to the preparation of
pertinent occupational data for pupils planning to enter the
bookkeeping and accounting field. The following results are
pertinent to the study being made by the writer.
Activities range from keeping the simplest records
to the preparation and interpretation of complicated
financial reports.
The tasks and responsibilities in a small office
Include most of the follov/ing items:
t
Keeping complete set of books
Preparing financial statements
Cashiering
Keeping complete records of Social Security
Timekeeping and preparing pay rolls
Keeping complete records of withholding tax
Preparing monthly customer statements
Calculating interest on conmercial papers
Figuring trade aiscounts
Filing records accurately
Using adding machine, typewriter, and calculator
1
A Survey of Needs and Trends in Bookkeeping , Mono-
graph 46, South-Western Publishing Company, December, 1939,
2
J, Anthony Humphreys, Occupational Monograph No. 7,
Science Research Associates Publication , 1939. ”How To
Choose A Career,*^ p, 13-17,
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The tasks and. responsibilities in a large office are
limited to one or a very few of the following items;
Keeping detailed records of accounts receivable,
accounts payable, expense accounts, maintenance,
and depreciation.
Recording cash transactions.
Making miscellaneous entries.
Preparing financial statements.
Recording adjusting and closing entries.
Posting by machine.
Using special machines for sorting and other
operations.^
The income tax laws have made us more record conscious.
It is quite apparent that we need to place more emphasis on
tax records in our bookkeeping instruction. As a part-time
accountant and auditor for a Detroit-Wyandotte firm of
certified public accountants, Allan E. Barron believes that
our students would profit if we were to include in our book-
keeping instruction more information on tax records. Prom a
careful examination of the bookkeeping and accounting
practices used by some 50 small and medium-sized businesses in
the Detroit area of Michigan, Mr. Barron brings to light the
following significant facts;
With few exceptions, small and even medium-sized
businesses do not have adequate record-keeping
systems
.
The primary purpose of the systems, however
inadequate, in use by small businesses is to
provide tax information rather than informa-
tion for improvement of management.
Jane Shafer and George Seymour, ’’Vocational Information
for Prospective Bookkeepers and Accountants.” Bus iness
Education World 26; 310. February, 1946.
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The statonent of profit and loss and the haience
sheet- -in the form that we commonly teach themr-
are seldom, if ever, used by small businesses.
In order to make our bookkeeping instruction adequate, he
believes that we need to place more emphasis on tax record
requirements. The one common basis for all business bookkeep-
ing is the f ederal income tax return; therefore, our students
should be taught what information is needed, how to keep a
record of this information, and if possible, how to complete
a tax return.
William B. Ervin made a survey of the opinions of public
accountants to find out what business expects from the high
school graduate. He states that the average public accountant
is sin expert in the field and should know what is expected by
business in as much as many business men entrust their entire
bookkeeping and accounting procedure to a public accountant.
He contacted 25 certified public accountants in Newark from
whom he received 18 replies. Prom the data secured, the
following trends were indicated:
We are teaching boys and girls too many items for
which there is little or no demand in the field of
bookkeeping.
We should stress items such as pay rolls; review
of arithmetic, social security, old age, unemploy-
ment contributions, reconciling bank statements,
and straight line depreciation.
We should teach more and more about less and less,
rather than less and less about more and more.
^Allan E. Barron, ”We Need More Emphasis on Tax Records.”
Balance Sheet 26:210. February, 1945.
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We should stress the following items: accruals,
review of the fhndanientals of arithmetic, depre-
ciation of fixed assets, interest ana disco\int,
notes payable and notes receivable, payrolls,
petty cash, posting, reconciling the bank state-
ments, recording social security and old-age
contributions, and classified financial state-
ments*
The study indicates a trend tov;ards teaching that vshich
the students will need when they begin work. Bookkeeping
teachers must be alert to the demands of business.
To be effective, the content of the elementary course
must be based on an analysis of the recording activities of
business offices. One of the major trends in education today
is toward a functional organization of subject matter.
Dr. J. Marshall Hanna, Professor of Business Education,
Ohio State University, states in "Bookkeeping for The 30 Per
Cent”
:
It is unrealistic to assume that the subject matter
of bookkeeping should be narrowly confined to the
specific recording activity, such as the actual
writing of the check or the making of the actual
entry in the cash book. Nine-tenths of the office
worker* s time is devoted to developing the entry,
(gathering, checking, and arranging data) as opposed
to one-tenth for actual recording. To fall to
emphasize methods and procedures for gathering and
organizing data preparatory to the making of the
actual recording entry is to assume that the average
bookkeeping student knows hov/ to organize paper work
efficiently or to ass-ume that organization is not
important. Both assumptions are false.
William B. Ervin, "What Accountants Think We Should
.
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Elementary bookkeeping shoula not only emphasize
what a bank reconciliation statement is, what it
contains, and how it is prepared; it should also
give detailed instructions and drill in specific
steps to be followed in (1) organizing canceled
checks for comparing with the bank statement and
checkbook stubs, (2} marking the checkbook stub
to show outstanding checks, (3) recording correc-
tions and bank service charges in the checkbook,
(4) typing finished statement, (5) filing canceled
checks and reconciliation statements, and (6) mark-
ing the checkbook to show point of reconciliation.
Much of this is organizational procedure, but it is
an essential part of a functional record-keeping
course.
Bookkeeping teachers have frequently been criticized for
their failure to teach students the things that business men
feel they should know. Elementary bookkeeping is studied by
more students than is any other business subject except
typewriting. This alone should be sufficient to make teachers
realize the need for making surveys and analyses to determine
current business practices.
In a talk given before the Bookkeeping and Accounting
Round Table, NBTA Convention, Chicago, December 28, 1946,
Allan E. Barron of the Roosevelt Hi^ School, Wyandotte,
Mlchig'ar^ states that the task of teaching bookkeeping and
accounting is becoming more important year by year. Honestly
kept business records are essential to the public welfare
because to a great extent all branches of the government are
dependent upon tax collections made by and reported by business
^J. Marshall Hanna, ^Bookkeeping for The 80 Per Cent.”
The Business Education World 27:379. March, 1947.
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owners and operators. Since many businesses employ bookkeepers
who have received all or nearly all of their bookkeeping and
accounting training in high-school classes, a great responsi-
bility is placed on business educators. To accomplish our
purposes of inproved training of bookkeepers for all
businesses, Mr. Barron suggests the following changes or
modifications in our usual teaching procedures:
The teaching of the combined cash j ournal for
simplified record-keeping, the general ledger
is not used and data for the preparation of
the profit and loss statement and balance sheet
are taken directly from column totals in the
cash journals.
Some modifications need to be considered in the
matter of presentation of the commonly-taught
five journal system of bookkeeping. Many
teachers postpone the introduction of the special
journals until after the students have had a
great deal of work in recording all transactions
involving purchases and sales in a general journal.
We can Improve our instruction on this point, I
believe, by bringing into use all special journals
at an earlier point in our course.
There are some questions about the teaching of the
work sheet. Sometimes we overemphasize the work-
sheet--especially as it applies to the less com-
plicated bookkeeping problems. If it is more
burdensome to prepare a work sheet than to proceed
directly from the trial balance through a few
easily-made adjustments to the financial statements,
then let^s not require a detailed work sheet in
every case.
Presentation by means of carefully prepared charts
will enable us to overcome many of the teaching
problems encountered in handling adjusting and
closing entries.
Include at least four basic types of sets in our
advanced classes and include in each set adequate
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practice in preparing all of the common state and
federal tax returns.
A new phrase, clerical record keeping, has come to the
fore in bookkeeping. Hamden L. Porkner explains what is
really meant by this term so that we business teachers will not
be confused in the way many were a few years ago when "per-
sonal-use bookkeeping" was the catch phrase.
Everyone knows that there can be no bookkeeping
without records. Records must be kept. There-
fore, bookkeeping becomes partly a matter of
record keeping. There is no escaping the fact
that record keeping is bookkeeping; but many of
the people who are writing about bookkeeping and
speaking before business teachers about bookkeep-
ing seem to have overlooked this simple fact.
Bookkeeping Involves much more than the simple
mechanical procedures of writing the same thing
in the same place day after day.
America is a land of small businesses and is
likely to continue to be that kind of a country.
The farmer is a small businessman, and there are
several million farmers. The average number of
employees in retail stores in this country is
less than five per store, which means that many
of them are run by one or two people at the most.
These small stores are sorely in need of a
knowledge of bookkeeping. Record keeping will
not do the small businessman much good when he
has to make out his income tax returns on the
basis of profit and loss statements. The American
school has responsibility for Improving the con-
ditions of the small businessman, including the
farmer.
^All an E. Barron, "Suggestions for Improving Bookkeeping
and Accounting Instruction." American Business Education
3:298-300. May, 1947.
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One of the most important contributions it can
make is to help those who are likely to become
owners of small businesses to know something
about bookkeeping. Let us stop talking about
the number of bookkeeping jobs and be more
realistic about the number of people who need
a good course in fundamentals of bookkeeping
in order to manage their everyday affairs as
owners of small businesses, as employees seek-
ing advancement in the firms where they are
taking responsibilities for certain bookkeeping
tasks when they leave school.
An analysis of duties performed by bookkeepers in a small
corporation was made by Mrs. Lillian Hopkins Starkey, East
High School, Akron, Ohio. She, too, questions if it is
possible that our students are not getting what they should
from our bookkeeping instruction. Are we bound by tradition?
Many teachers train their students to perform bookkeeping
duties which very few will ever do, and present briefly skills
that they will use frequently. Yie should teach students the
bookkeeping skills they will actually use on the job.
Mrs. Starkey analyzed the duties performed by a bookkeeper in
the office of a small corporation manufacturing steel products
and found that the following duties were performed in a period
of one month:
Payroll
Made dally audits of time cards and posted
to the payroll book.
Hamden L. FOrkner, ”What Is This Thing Called Clerical
Record Keeping?" Balance Sheet 29:100-101, 142.
November, 1947.

Posted time daily to the cost records for
each job in process.
Made up the weekly payroll on which there
were deductions for social security, with
holding of taxes, and insurance.
Prepared a currency and coin denomination
chart for the payroll.
Prepared the pay envelopes.
Made a monthly summary of the payroll in
order to figure the social security owed
by the employer, with withholding taxes,
and the state unemployment contributions.
Purchases
Prepared purchase orders.
Audited 40 purchases Invoices, prepared
tickler cards, and figured discounts.
Filled out the check stubs for 61 payments
and wrote 61 checks.
Entered the 61 payments in the cash payments
j ournal
.
Sales
Fifty-three invoices were prepared and
entered.
Delivery slips were prepared for out-
going sales.
Checks received from customers were verified
for accuracy and entered in the cash receipts
j ournal
An abstract of accounts receivable was
prepared.
Deposits were prepared in duplicate and
entered on the check stubs.
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The bank statement was checked with the
check book and a reconciliation statement
was prepared.
Fifteen statements were prepared at the
end of the month for the \inpaid accounts.
Inventories
Perpetual inventory records were kept and
materials used were posted each day to the
Inventory and cost records.
Monthly inventories were prepared from the
inventory records.
Miscellaneous
Figured labor costs of work in process.
Prepared a trial balance.
Kept fixed assets register up to date.
Kept insurance register up to date.
Mrs. Starkey presents a recommended content for first
year bookkeeping in which the accoTinting cycle is included,
but the point of emphasis is shifted from' the preparation of
statements, working sheets, and adjusting and closing entries
to the activities actually performed by bookkeepers on the job.
She sims up her article with the following quotation:
Maybe we are kidding ourselves if we cling to
our old methods and materials. It is possible
that our students are not getting what they
should from our bookkeeping Instruction. If
that is true, it is time that we, as teachers,
wake up.”
I
Hlrs. Lillian Hopkins Starkey, "Bookkeeping Teachers
—
Wake Up I” United Business Education Association Fbrum
2:37-38. December, 1947.
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It is apparent from the research studies and surveys
made by educators and business men that there Is a need for
curricular revision. It is a continuous need because
education in a democracy must be dynamic rather than static.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED IN GATHiiRING THE DATA
In order to obtain information regarding the duties of
bookkeepers in offices employing Weymouth High School terminal
graduates, the personal Interview method was employed. The
data and information were secured in the following manner:
1. A list of the 1947, 1946, and 1945 business
graduates was prepared from the Reflector ,
a school publication.
2. Addresses were secured from the office record
cards on file in the principalis office.
3. All graduates were contacted either by tele-
phone or postal card to ascertain if they had
attended business school and if they had per-
formed any bookkeeping duties since graduating
from high school. See Form I, page 28.
At first it was thought that those graduates perfoming
bookkeeping duties might be interviewed in small groups in
each section of the town; that is. South Weymouth, North
Weymouth, East Vveymouth, Weymouth Landing, and Weymouth
Heights. Because of the lack of a central meeting place this
proved to be impractical, so those graduates performing book-
keeping duties were contacted again by telephone and postal
cards and asked to attend a meeting at the high school, to
answer a questionnaire pertaining to bookkeeping duties. See
Form II, page 29. Shortly before the meeting a postal card
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FORM I
POSTAL CARD
Dear Business Graduate:
A study is presently being made relative to the
Weymouth High School business graduates and their
present occupations.
In connection with your present employment, please
sign the attached card and return at once.
Sincerely yours
REPLY CARD
Please check two of the items below:
^ done some bookkeeping or record keeping
since graduating from high school.
I have not done any bookkeeping or recordkeeping since graduating from high school.
I h^ had courses in bookkeeping or accounting
since graduating from high school.
I have not had courses in bookkeeping or
accounting since graduating from high school.
Signed
______
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FORM II
POSTAL CARD
Dear
,
In connection with the bookkeeping survey being
made, a meeting will be held at the High School
Tuesday, January 27 at 7 o* clock in Room 108.
Your cooperation in answering a short questionnaire
pertaining to bookkeeping duties would be appre-
ciated.
A social period with refreshments will be held after
the meeting.
Sincerely yours
FORM III
POSTAL CARD
Dear
,
Just a reminder about the meeting at the High
School, Tuesday, January 27, at 7 o* clock in
R oom 108.
Sincerely yours
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was sent out reminding the graduates of this meeting. See
Form III, page 29.
The questionnaire was based on the theory in the book-
keeping textbook, 20th Century Bookkeeping: and Accounting: ,
(17th Edition), by Baker, Prickett, and Carlson and published
by South-Western Publishing Conpany. See Table I, pages 31-34.;
Dr. Harold. Perry, formerly associated with the State Teachers’
College, New Britain, Connecticut, gave Invaluable assistance
in preparing and revising the questionnaire.
In addition to finding out what activities bookkeepers
perform, as indicated in the "duty” column, it was attempted
to determine where they learned how to perform the duty, as
checked in the three columns, "school,” "job," and "school-
job,” under this heading. To ascertain which duties might be
better learned in school, which on the job, and which in school
and on the job, three more columns were provided on the check
list— "school,” "job," and "school- job. " The students were
asked to place a check mark in the column marked "school" if
they felt that the duty should be learned in school, in the
"job" column if it could be learned on the job, and in the
"school-job" column if Instruction was needed in school with
further training on the job. This Information would make it
possible to determine to some extent which of these activities
j
should be leaned in school and which on the job. In addition
to the above information, it was attempted to ascertain the
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QUESTIONNAIRE
ON
BOOKKEEPING
DUTIES
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Duty
Please
check
the
following
duties
performed
by
you
as
bookkeeper;
also,
indicate
the
place
where
your
training
was
received,
where
it
should
be
received,
and
the
amount
of
time
spent
on
each
activity.
Record
Adjusting
entries
Record
Closing
entries
Check
invoices
and/or
statements
Prepare
customer
statements
Prepare
inventories
Keep
a
petty
cash
book
or
records
Balance
cash
regularly
Issue
receipts
Make
bank
deposits
Prepare
the
bank
reconciliation
statement
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cash
Calculate
Interest
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Compute
trade
or
cash
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File
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of
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machines
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machine
Typewriter
Calculator
Bookkeeping
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salesmen^
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approximate time spent on each duty in an effort to further
establish the importance or unimportance of the duties. A
column was provided for securing this information with the
heading "hours per week.” Columns were also provided to
determine if the duties were performed "daily" or "occasion-
ally. "
A supplementary list of questions was prepared to ascer-
tain general bookkeeping information and office procedure.
See Table II, pages 36-37. At the end of the interview
graduates were asked to make suggestions for improving the
bookkeeping course of study at Weymouth High School,
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TABLE II
QUESTIONNAIRE ON GENERAL BOOKKEEPING
INFORMATION AND OFFICE PROCEDURE
1. How much bookkeeping training have you had?
2. What machines are used to compute or record
bookkeeping transactions?
3. Do you keep single or double-entry bookkeeping
records ?
4. What fom or ledger is used?
5. Do you use a general ledger?
6. Do you use a subsidiary ledger?
7* Do you use a purchases journal?
8. What is used as a basis for the entries in the
purchases journal?
9. Are purchases invoices filed? If so, by whom?
10. Do you use a sales journal?
11. What is used as a basis for the entries made in
the sales journal?
12. Are sales tickets filed? If so, by inhom?
13. Do you use a cash receipts journal?
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What is used as a basis for the entries made in the
cash receipts joTirnal?15.
Do you use a cash payments journal?16.
What is used as a basis for the entries made in the
cash payments journal?
17.
Are separate books used for cash receipts and cash
payments?
18.
Do you use a cash register?
19.
Do you take advantage of cash discounts offered?
20.
Do you maintain a petty cash fund?
21.
How often do you close your books and figure the
net profit?
22.
Why do you do so at this particular time?
23.
How is merchandise inventory figured?
24.
Do you figure depreciation?
25.
Are the deferred charges (supplies and insurance)
treated as assets or expenses when purchased?
26.
Do you feel that you have sufficient knowledge of
the following;
Arithmetic
Business papers
Bank forms
Penmanship
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OP THE SURVEY
Two hundred and sixty-six business graduates of the 1947,
1946, and 1945 classes at Weymouth High School were contacted
either by telephone or postal card to ascertain if they had
attended business school and if they had performed any book-
keeping duties since graduating from high school. See
Table III, page 39. Forty-nine graduates reported they had
perfomed bookkeeping duties, 173 graduates reported they had
performed no bookkeeping duties, and 44 graduates did not reply
Due to the lack of a central meeting place in each
section of tovm, 19 graduates were interviewed at an evening
meeting held at the high school; 3 graduates were Interviewed
at the South Weymouth Library; 1 graduate was interviewed at
Weymouth High School during the luncheon period; and 7 grad-
uates were interviewed over the telephone.
It is evident from the number of employees selected from
each general classification and individual type of business
surveyed for this study that a variety of businesses is
represented. See Table IV, page 40, A fairly comprehensive
list of the duties performed by bookkeepers has resulted. It
may be noted that Insurance companies employ the largest
group of graduates,
-38-

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF BUSINESS GRADUATES
CONTACTED FOR SURVEY
1947 76 students Yes No No Answer
51 telephone calls 7 44
25 postal cards 4 6 15
1946 82 students
64 telephone calls 20 44
18 postal cards 2 2 14
1945 108 students
89 telephone calls 15 74
19 postal cards 1 3 15
Totals 49 173 44
49 did some bookkeeping
173 did no bookkeeping
44 did not answer
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OP GRADUATES AS TO TYPES OF BUSINESSES
General Individual
Type of Business Classification Type
No* No-
Manufacturing 2
Machinery 1
Linoleiun 1
Retailing 11
Lumber 1
Automobiles 3
Coal 1
Oil 1
Clothing 3
Vacuums 1
Photography 1
Financial 10
Banks 3
Insurance 6
Real Estate 1
Wholesale 1
Leath er 1
Miscellaneous
Municipal
Plumbing
Publishing
State
Organization
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The duties on the 30 questionnaires were tabulated
according to the greatest number of graduates who reported
performing the duty. See Table V, pages 42-45. All of the
duties on the check list were checked and three new duties
were added. The ’’duty” column indicates the number of times
each particular duty was reported as haVing been performed by
the graduates. The "where learned" columns indicate whether
they learned how to perform the duty in "school," on the
"job," or if it was a combination of "school and job." The
"should be learned” columns show how many students checking
the duty thought it should be taught in "school,” learned on
the ”job,” or a combination of "school and job.” The "perform
duties," columns indicate whether the duty is performed
"dally," or "occasionally," and the "hours per week,”
It is apparent from the tabulated results of the ques-
tionnaire that much more is presented in the average bookkeep-
ing course of study than will be needed by the pupil in the
ordinary job he will fill. Apart from the machines used to
make bookkeeping records and the filing of bookkeeping records
the duty that was performed by the greatest number was "record
journal entries” which was perfoimed by 20 out of 30 graduates
It is interesting to note that 10 learned this activity in
school, 8 on the job, and 2 in school and on the job; the
fact that 8 learned this activity on the job might well be
explained by noting that the companies who employ them do not
deal in the purchase and sale of merchandise. This is the
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basis for the recording activities In high school. The
graduates who learned this activity on the job are employed
mainly by banks and insurance companies.
Nine graduates of the 15 reporting checked that they had
learned how to post to the accounts payable ledger on the job
and 11 graduates out of 17 checked that they had learned how
to post to the accounts receivable ledger on the job. This
might be explained by the fact that subsidiary ledgers are
taught in the second year of bookkeeping and only 6 graduates
had 2 years of bookkeeping. It may be noted that not much
emphasis is placed on business papers in the present course
of study as 14 out of 17 graduates reported they learned how
to check invoices and/or statements on the job, 17 of the
19 graduates reported they learned how to prepare customer
statements on the job, 13 out of 16 graduates reported they
learned how to issue receipts on the job, and 9 out of 11
graduates reported they learned how to make bank deposits on
the job. Maintaining social security records, withholding
tsix records, and hospitalization records were all checked as
having been learned on the job. These activities are not
included in the Bookkeeping I course of study and not too
much emphasis is placed on them in the Bookkeeping II course
of study. With the exception of using the bookkeeping machine
and the calculator, only one activity, ''handle cash," was
performed on an average of more than 8 hours a week. One
graduate learned this in school, 14 on the job, and 1 in
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school and on the job; 3 felt that it should be learned In
school, 7 on the job, and 6 in school and on the job; 13
handled cash daily and 3 occasionally. This activity might
well be' taught by having bookkeeping students take care of
the money for all student activities.
A summary of the questions to ascertain general bookkeep-
ing information and office procedure was prepared. See
Table VI, pages 48-51. Twenty-four graduates reported they
had had bookkeeping in their sophomore year and 6 graduates
reported they had had bookkeeping in their sophomore and
junior years. The question might well be asked if Bookkeep-
ing I should not be placed in the 11th grade, so that the
training will come nearer to the time when they will use it.
The majority of students reported that they used machines to
compute or record bookkeeping transactions. Twenty-two
reported they used typewriters, 23 used adding machines,
7 used bookkeeping machines, 8 used calculators, and 1 used a
billing machine.
At the conclusion of the interview graduates v/ere asked
to make suggestions to improve the bookkeeping course of
study at Weymouth High School. The suggestions were summarized
and listed. See Table VII, page 52. Twenty-one graduates
suggested that we have bookkeeping in the 11th and 12th grades
and 9 graduates suggested that we have three years of book-
keeping—10th, 11th, and 12th grades.
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TABLE VI
SUmiARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON GENERAL BOOKrlEEPING
INFORMATION AND OFFICE PROCEDURE
1.
How much bookkeeping training have you had?
24 1 year of training
6 2 years of training
2.
What machines are used to compute or record
bookkeeping transactions?
22 typewriters
23 adding machines
8 calculators
7
bookkeeping machines
1 billing machine
3,
Do you keep single or double-entry bookkeeping
records?
18 double entry
4 single entry
4.
V/hat form of ledger is used?
8
bound book
11 loose leaf
12 cards
5.
Do you use a general ledger?
17 do
13 do not
6.
Do you use subsidiary ledgers?
15 do
7 do not
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7.
Do you use a purchases journal?
11 do
7 do not
8,
What is used as a basis for the entries in the
purchases joiirnal?
9 invoices
1 sales slips
1 statements
9.
Are purchases invoices filed? If so, by whom?
15 file invoices 14 bookkeepers
1 file clerk
10,
Do you use a sales journal?
14 do
5 do not
11.
T/hat is used as a basis for the entries made in
the sales journal?
8 sales tickets
1 invoices
1 vouchers
1 repair orders
1 contracts
1 daily cash register slips
1 shipping orders
12.
Are sales tickets filed? If so, by vrtiom?
14 file sales tickets 12 bookkeepers
1 file clerk
1 boss
13. Do you use a cash receipts journal?
17 do
13 do not
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14,
What is used as a basis for the entries made in
the cash receipts journal?
6 duplicate receipts
4 invoices
2 daily cash register tape
2 checks received
1 reports received from companies
1 stubs of water bills
1 cash memorandum
15.
Do you use a cash payments journal?
16 do
14 do not
16.
Y/hat is used as a basis for the entries made in
the cash payments journal?
6 invoices
5 checks
3 check stubs
1 receipts
1 bookkeeping machine record
17,
Are separate books used for cash receipts and
cash payments?
11
use one book
9 use separate books
18.
Do you use a cash register?
8 do
11 do not
19,
Do you take advantage of cash discounts offered?
12
do
8 do not
20,
Do you maintain a petty cash fund?
13
do
3 do not
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21.
How often do you close your books and flgxire
the net profit?
17 monthly
1 weekly
1 dally
22.
Why do you do so at this particular time?
6 to find net profit
4 to prepare monthly statements
3 to see if the books balance
2 to send out bills
2 to make payroll
2 to check work
23.
How is merchandise Inventory figured?
4 perpetual record
6 actual count
24.
Do you figure aepreclation?
3 do
8 do not
25.
Are the deferred charges (supplies and Insurance)
treated as assets or expenses when purchased?
18 as expenses
0 as assets
26.
Do you feel that you have sufficient knowledge of
the following:
arithmetic 26 do 4 do not
business papers 9 do 21 do not
bank forms 20 do 10 do not
penmanship 18 do 12 do not
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TABLE VII
SUGGh-STIONS MADE BY GRADUATiiS TO IMPROVE THE
BOOKKEEPING COURSE OF STUDY AT WEYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
21 graduates suggest that we have bookkeeping In
the 11th and 12th grades
9 graduates suggest that we have three years of
bookkeeping— 10th, 11th, and 12th grades
5 graduates suggest that
machines
5 graduates suggest that
of electric machines
3 graduates suggest that
tax work
1 graduate suggests that
security records
1 graduate suggests that
holding tax records
1 graduate suggests that
records
1 graduate suggests that
depreciation
1 graduate suggests that
handling cash
1 graduate suggests that
proving cash
1 graduate suggests that
experience in filing
1 graduate suggests that
on adding machines
we have more and newer
we teach the operation
we teach more Income
we teach more on social
we teach more on with-
we teach credit union
we give more work on
we give more v/ork on
we give more work on
we give more practical
we give more practice
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CHAPTER V
SlMviARY and recommendations
This study had for Its purpose the following major
objectives
;
1. To make a job analysis of the duties performed
by bookkeepers in offices employing Weymouth
High School terminal graduates.
2. To see if the Weymouth High School course of
study for bookkeeping is meeting the needs of
students employed as bookkeepers.
3. To determine if the bookkeeping course of
study at Weymouth High School needs to be
revised so as to make it more practical and
applicable to actual business situations.
Data were collected from 30 business graduates from the
1947, 1946, and 1945 classes employed as bookkeepers. Pour
general fields of business: manufacturing, retailing,
financial, and wholesale, and a number from offices that could
not be given any general classification were used in this
study.
A check list of duties was prepared and through personal
interviews data were collected which supplied information as
to frequency of performance; duties that were learned in
school, on the job, or in school and on the job; duties that
should be learned in school, on the job, or in school and on
the job; and whether duties were perfoimed daily.
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occasionally, and t±ie approximate time spent on each duty in
terms of hours per week.
Two hundred and sixty-six graduates were contacted.
Forty-nine graduates reported they had performed bookkeeping
duties, 173 graduates reported they had performed no bookkeep-
ing duties, and 44 graduates did not reply. It is apparent
from the 222 graduates replying that since 77*^ per cent do no
bookkeeping or record keeping and only 22"^ per cent perform
bookkeeping duties, too much emphasis is placed on bookkeeping
as a vocational subject in the business curriculum. Begin-
ning bookkeeping should be taught for personal use as well as
for vocational use. General principles should be emphasized
so that the student may be able to adjust himself to occupa-
tional changes as well as solve the personal and social
problems he meets in living a satisfactory and useful life.
There is a great deal of waste in the teaching of bookkeep-
ing. As noted above only a comparatively small percentage of
those who take bookkeeping in high school ever actually use it
vocationally. However, it should not be removed from the
business curriculum as it does have personal -use values to
high school students who act as secretaries or treasurers of
high school organizations; to housewives in keeping a record
of household income and expenses; to secretaries and treasurers
of organizations In keeping their records; and to practically
everyone in keeping records for the preparation of income
tax reports.
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After studying the summary of duties performed by book-
keepers, we should ask ourselves if we are teaching
theoretical and complicated accounting information used only
by accountants and auditors, or are we giving our students
the information they will need and use if they obtain office
positions in the business world.
P^om the suggestions made by the 30 graduates surveyed
as reported in Table VII, page 52, and the summary of duties
reported in Table V, pages 42-45, the following recommenda-
tions are made to improve the bookkeeping course of study at
Weymouth High School.
1. Business Training and Bookkeeping I should be
combined into a General Business and Record
Keeping course which will more adequately train
all business students to take their place in
business and in society.
2. A General Business sind Record Keeping course
should Include the following topics:
a. Simple skills involved in handling
common everyday business transactions.
b. Simple skills involved in handling
common everyday banking transactions.
c. Simple skills Involved in filing business
and banking records.
d. A review of the fundamentals of arith-
metic.
e. A knowledge of the elementary principles
of bookkeeping.
f. An introduction to income tax records,
social security records, and withholding
tax records.
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3. This General Business and Record Keeping
course should he offered in the 11th grade.
4. General Business and Record Keeping should
be a prerequisite for a coijrse in Bookkeeping
to be offered in the 12th grade. This should
be primarily a vocational subject intended to
prepare the pupil for the ordinary duties of
a booidteeper, and also a foundation for the
further study of accounting.
Bookkeeping can be made a worth-while subject in the
business curriculum if the course of study is revised to
train students in the general business skills necessary to
enter and advance in the business world, and the skills
necessary to handle one^s personal records.
A cooperative relationship must be established and
maintained between business and schools if we are to achieve
a mutual understanding of the problems of business and the
t
schools. It is only this way that we can determine an
appropriate business curriculum.
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